Characterization of Newly Emerging Newcastle Disease Virus Isolates from the People’s Republic of China and Taiwan
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Seven Newcastle disease (ND) virus (NDV) isolates which were recovered from ND outbreaks in chicken and pigeon flocks in China and Taiwan between 1996 and 2000 were genotypically and pathotypically characterized. By phylogenetic analysis of the fusion protein genes, isolates Ch-A7/96, Ch/98-3, Ch/99, Ch/2000, and TW/2000 were placed into two novel subgenotypes, VIIc and VIId. Isolate Ch/98-1 was grouped into subgenotype VIIb, while Ch-W6/96 was proven to be a mixture of isolates Ch-A7/96 and Ch/98-1. These isolates were pathotyped as viscerotropic velogenic for Ch/98-3, Ch/99, Ch/2000, and TW/2000; neurotropic velogenic for Ch-A7/96; and mesogenic for Ch/98-1. Three separate, comparative, genetic analyses of the F genes, including genetic distance measurement, phylogenetic tree analysis, and residue substitution analysis, were performed with our isolates and selected NDV strains from GenBank. Results showed that the close genetic similarity provided evidence for the epidemiological linkage between the outbreaks in China and Taiwan and that the 1990s outbreaks in Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and Europe constituted the fourth panzootic of ND. In combination with epidemiological analysis, an evolutionary model of the NDV strains, representative of the direction of transmission within the NDV strains, was proposed, and epidemiology of NDV transmission was evaluated with emphasis on molecular aspects. Finally, a cross-protective experiment indicated that at least one strain (Ch-A7/96) among our NDV isolates was an antigenic variant, responsible for recent outbreaks of ND in vaccinated chicken flocks.

Newcastle disease (ND) is one of the most serious diseases of poultry caused by ND virus (NDV), the only member of the avian paramyxovirus type 1 serotype (3). NDV belongs to the genus Rubulavirus of the family Paramyxoviridae and has a negative-sense, single-stranded-RNA genome that consists of approximately 15 kbp. The genome encodes six major polypeptides in the 5’-to-3’ direction, including RNA-directed RNA polymerase, hemagglutinin-neuraminidase, fusion protein, matrix protein, phosphoprotein, and nucleoprotein (15). The pathogenicity of any newly isolated strain can be assessed by determining the intracerebral pathogenicity index (ICPI) and the mean death time (MDT). By pathotyping, NDV strains were classified into the highly pathogenic (velogenic), intermediate or moderately pathogenic (mesogenic), and lowly pathogenic (lentogenic) categories. Some lentogenic strains of NDV are avirulent, whereas velogenic forms were further classified as viscerotropic velogenic (VV) and neurotropic velogenic (NV) types based on clinical manifestation and lesions (3). The primary molecular determinant for NDV pathogenicity is the amino acids of the F protein cleavage site (10, 16, 18).

Three panzootics of ND have occurred since the disease was first recognized (1, 3). By restriction site mapping and sequence analysis of the F gene, NDV strains were divided into eight genotypes (6, 11, 13). Among these, at least three genotypes (II, III, and IV) were involved in the first panzootic; genotypes V and VI were considered to be responsible for the second and third panzootics. In addition, it was indicated that the severe outbreaks in western Europe (13), South Africa and southern Europe (11), and Taiwan (29) in the 1990s were caused by prevalent genotype VII. Genotype I consists of the avirulent strains of NDV, whereas genotype VIII appears to be endemic to South Africa during the past few decades (11).

In the past 2 decades, due to a strict vaccination program, occurrences of ND were mild and sporadic and caused few deaths in chicken flocks in China. The sporadic cases, showing no typical clinical and pathological manifestation of the disease, were named “atypical ND” (28). Since 1996, however, outbreaks of ND have continuously occurred in the vaccinated chicken flocks of China. In Taiwan, four major outbreaks of ND have occurred since the first identification of ND in 1935 (29, 30). In this paper, seven NDV isolates recovered from outbreaks between 1996 and 2000 in China and Taiwan are characterized biologically and molecularly and the epidemiology of ND is evaluated on the basis of molecular analysis of the F protein gene.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Source of virus. Seven NDV isolates were collected between August 1996 and June 2000 in China and Taiwan (Table 1). These isolates were collected from outbreaks of ND in chicken and pigeon flocks. All chicken flocks from which viruses were isolated had been vaccinated with the NDV vaccine (LaSota/46) at least once depending on the age when the ND outbreaks occurred. The isolates were designated according to location of origin and year of isolation; Ch and TW are abbreviations for China and Taiwan, respectively. Ch-W6/96 was isolated from a racing pigeon flock that suffered an outbreak of ND with 71.4% mortality shortly after an international race in 1996. Two months later, ND outbreaks occurred in chicken flocks in the same area where Ch-A7/96 was isolated from an outbreak with a 97% mortality rate. Ch/98-1 was considered typical of the virus responsible for the outbreaks in Chinese pigeon flocks in 1998, whereas Ch/98-3,
Phylogenetic analysis. To assess the genetic relatedness among the NDV strains, phylogenetic analyses were performed with 3’ portions (nt 47 to 420) of the 76 F genes, 48 F gene subsequences (nt 329 to 582), and the entire coding regions of the 26 F genes (nt 47 to 1708). Results are shown in Fig. 1 and 2.

The 76 NDV strains were separated into eight genotypes (I to VIII) by phylogenetic analysis of the 3’ portions (Fig. 1). Two novel subgenotypes, VIIc and VIId, were found in genotype VII, which consists of the most recent enzootic strains.
from China and Taiwan as well as of CH 62/96 and CZ 3898/96 from Switzerland and the Czech Republic, respectively. Our fowl isolates recovered during the outbreaks between 1998 and 2000, which include Ch/98-3, Ch/99, Ch/2000, and TW/2000, were grouped into subgenotype VIIc, while fowl isolate Ch-A7/96, recovered in 1996, was placed in subgenotype VIIa (Table 1). The DNA sequence of pigeon isolate Ch-W6/96 exhibited overlapping profiles at all the different bases between fowl isolate Ch-A7/96 and pigeon isolate Ch/98-1 (data not shown), indicating that Ch-W6/96 was a mixture of Ch-A7/96 and Ch/98-1 isolates. Our pigeon isolate Ch/98-1, together with another two pigeon isolates, Ch-HT40 and GB 1168/84, was grouped under subgenotype VIb. Similar results were obtained when the other two regions (nt 329 to 582 and 47 to 1708) of the F gene were used to analyze phylogenetic relatedness among the NDV strains, although the branch orders were somewhat different (Fig. 2). The NDV strains are displayed in the three trees (Fig. 1 and 2) as belonging to the same genotypes and subgenotypes, showing that each of the three regions in the F gene can be used to determine phylogenetic relatedness among NDV strains. The three trees share a very similar topology, indicating that no recombinant events occurred between F genes to generate strains of different lineage. By construction of the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2A), the NDV strains from the outbreaks caused by exotic birds in the United States from 1971 to 1996 were grouped as genotype V, except for Zimbabwe/90, which belonged to genotype III.
The genetic similarities among the viruses from genotypes and subgenotypes, as well as the ranges of similarities, are presented in Table 3. For genotypes, the median similarities clustered in the range of 91.2 to 97.6%, while they were in the range of 94.9 to 98.4% for subgenotypes. Apparently, the intragenotype and intrasubgenotype genetic similarities were greater than the intergenotype and intersubgenotype similarities, except for genotype III (88.8 to 94.7%) and subgenotypes VIIa (91.7 to 100%) and VIIc (89.6 to 95.5%), in which some strains from Taiwan (Table 3) were responsible for the high divergences.

Unique or genotype-specific residue substitutions. The predicted amino acid sequences of the F genes listed in Fig. 1 (residues 1 to 125), 2A (95 to 179) and 2B (residues 126 to 553) exhibit a high degree of identity in pairwise comparisons (data not shown). Cluster, subgenotype, and genotype-specific residue substitutions in the deduced sequences are listed in Tables 1 and 3.
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TABLE 3. Genotype- and subgenotype-specific residue substitutions in deduced F₀ protein sequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype and subgenotype</th>
<th>Medium % of similaritya</th>
<th>Range of similarity (%)</th>
<th>Consensus residue and its position in deduced F₀ protein sequences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>(94.9–98.1)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>(95.0–99.7)</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>(88.8–94.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>(94.4–97.9)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td></td>
<td>(100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>94.6</td>
<td>(90.9–99.5)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>(96.8–99.5)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>(93.0–97.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>(90.4–92.0)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>(86.6–99.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>97.4</td>
<td>(95.7–97.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>(91.7–100)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td>(89.6–95.5)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>(95.5–99.2)</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The median genetic distance between the strain on top of the genotype or subgenotype and other strains in the same group is used as the median percentage of sequence similarity.

b D-for-E substitution is shared by TW/69 and TW/95-3 in genotype III.
c Residue E is retained in AE 232/1/96 of genotype VIII.
d Residue T is not retained in ZA-5/68 of genotype VIII.
e Only one value was obtained, so no median or range is given.
f V-for-I substitution is shared by ZA-5/68 grouped in genotype VIII.
g V-for-I substitution in genotype VII is shared by TW/69 and TW/95-3 in genotype III and AF2240 in genotype VIII.
h No complete sequence of the F genes is available.
i F-for-M substitution is shared by Ch-F48E9/44 in genotype III.
j —, genetic identity with the consensus.

substitution. Furthermore, Ch/98-3, Ch/99, and Ch/2000, among the Chinese isolates, produced four unique amino acid substitutions at residues 71 (R-for-K), 402 (T-for-A), 489 (E-for-D), and 520 (G-for-V). These geography-specific substitutions, not related to genotype and subgenotype, were unique among the NDV strains compared. However, the 5 potential N-linked glycosylation sites and 10 cysteine residues (7, 14) were absolutely conserved in the six isolates.

As shown in Table 3, many genotype- and subgenotype-specific residue substitutions were found in comparison with viruses from the ancient genotypes I to IV. They include V52-for-I and Y314-for-F substitutions for VII; R101-for-R substitution for VIIa, VIIc, and -d; Y272-for-N and S241-for-T substitutions for VII and VIII; F396-for-M substitution for VIIb and VII; R195-for-Q, N288-for-T, and A382-for-E substitutions for VIIb, VII, and VIII; and V118-for-I substitution for genotype V. These lineage-specific amino acids constitute the molecular basis of genotyping NDV strains in Fig. 1 and 2.

By comparison of the deduced amino acid sequences, the NDV strains having unique genetic features were found (Table 3) in some geographic areas. In Southeast Asia, TW/69 and TW/95-3 (genotype III) shared some genetic features of the genotype II viruses (D52-for-E substitution) and the VII viruses (V121-for-I substitution) but did not have the genotype-III-specific T107-for-S substitution. Similarly, AF2240 (genotype VIII) shared the characteristic V121-for-I substitution of the VII viruses. In the Middle East, TR-2/96 (VIIb) did not contain the V121-for-I substitution of genotype VII, while AE 232/1/96 (VIIb) retained the specific residue (E) of genotypes I to IV; GB 1168/84 (VIIb) shared VII- and VIII-specific S341-for-T substitution. In South Africa, genotype VIII virus ZA-5/68 did not contain the specific residue of the genotypes I to IV, VIIa, and VIII (T107) but shared the V-specific V118-for-I substitution.

Proteolytic cleavage site of F₀ protein. Cleavage site motifs of the 76 NDV strains listed in Fig. 1 are compared (Tables 1 and 2) (11, 13). Of the cleavage site motifs of the 67 virulent strains that were compared, 49 showed 112RRQR/R117, 13 showed 112RRQR/R117, 3 showed 112KQKR/R117, 1 showed 112KQKR/R117 (AE 232/1/96), and 1 showed 112GQKR/R117 (GB 1168/84). The cleavage sites of our isolates showed motifs 112RRKR/R117 and 112KQKR/R117 (Table 1). Of the cleavage site motifs of the nine low-virulence and avirulent strains (Table 2), five showed 112GQGR/L117, three showed 112GQGR/L117, and one showed 112GQKR/L117 (TN1-87). Results showed that the virulent NDV strains exhibit sequence motif 112(R-K)-R-Q-K(R)-R/F117, while the low-virulence and avirulent NDV strains exhibit sequence motif 112G-R(K)-Q-G(A)-R/L117.

Of the genotype II viruses, although LaSota/46 shared
The Ch/97-1 evolved rapidly by producing multiple, unique I255-for-V substitution, TW/98-4 became Ch/97-1 and produced into China from Taiwan before 1997. By producing a substitution, showed that TW/98-4 was intro-
tution, caused evolution of genotypes III and IV into the sub-
are highly conserved among most strains, however, these epitopes are distributed geographically in South-
type VIa was changed into genotype V. At the same time, genotype VIII viruses also evolved from the VIa viruses by producing five amino acid substitutions at the conserved region of the F protein (residues 195 to 482) but retained an ancient residue, T107. The outbreaks caused by viruses from genotypes V, VIa, and VIII constituted the second panzootic of ND. Subgenotype VIa was changed to Vlc by production of a crucial S107-for-T substitution and further became Vld by production of an S341-for-T substitution. Thereafter, the evolution from subgenotype Vlc to Vlb occurred by production of four amino acid changes at the conserved region (residues 195 to 482). The outbreaks caused by viruses from subgenotypes Vlb, Vlc, and Vld constituted the third panzootic of ND.

Subgenotype VIbB evolved from Vlb via production of a VII-specific V121-for-I substitution and then changed to subgenotypes VIIa and VIIc by producing a R101-for-R substitution and became VIId by producing additional V52-for-I and Y314-for-F substitutions. To date, genotype VII viruses have caused many outbreaks of ND around the world (Fig. 1). They include the outbreaks caused by subgenotypes VIIc and -d in China between 1996 and 2000; subgenotypes VIIa, -c, and -d in Taiwan between 1984 and 2000; subgenotype VIIa in western Europe between 1992 and 1996; subgenotype VIIIb in southern Africa between 1990 and 1995; and subgenotypes VIIb and -c in the Middle East, northern and eastern Europe, and India between 1993 and 1996. Based on our phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1), the outbreaks in the United Kingdom and northern Europe between 1996 and 1997 (4) were caused by subgeno-
yth virus, which appeared in Taiwan and Indonesia in the 1980s and caused outbreaks in Europe, southern Africa, the Middle East, and Asia in the 1990s, constitute the fourth panzootic of ND. The VIIId viruses atrop the phylogenetic tree (Fig. 1), from China and Taiwan, represent the most newly emerging NDV strains. Since the fourth panzootic caused by the VII viruses, cocirculation of the virulent viruses grouped in III, V, Vlb, -c, and -d, and VIII has been occurring in some countries (Fig. 1 and 2A; Table 2).

Thus, amino acid substitution analysis of the deduced F protein sequences (Table 3) was consistent with the phyloge-
nal analysis of the 5′ terminal F genes (Fig. 1) in defining evolutionary and epidemiological linkage among the NDV strains. However, the phylogenetic analyses of other regions (nt 329 to 582 and 47 to 1708) of the F genes (Fig. 2) could not specify the branch order that exhibits the evolutionary direc-
on NDV strains.

Cross-protection. In view of recent outbreaks of ND in vac-
inated chicken flocks of China and Taiwan and the genetic features of the isolates, we conducted a laboratory investiga-
tion to determine whether there was evidence of cross-protec-
t between vaccine strain LaSota/46 and field strain Ch-A7/ 96. Results showed that the oil-emulsion vaccine of Ch-A7/96 protected all chicks against morbidity and death from chal-
ence with Ch-A7/96 and Ch-F48E9/44. However, the vaccine strain LaSota/46 reduced overall clinical protection to 40% when challenged with Ch-A7/96, although it protected 9 out of the 10 chicks challenged with Ch-F48E9/44. No control chicks were protected after challenge. These results showed that Ch-
A7/96 was responsible for the outbreaks of ND in China during 1996 as an immune response-escaping antigenic variant.
DISCUSSION

In this study, seven NDV isolates recovered from China and Taiwan between 1996 and 2000 were genotypically and pathotypically characterized. Among them, the highly virulent VIIc and VIIId viruses, representative of the most newly emerging NDV strains, were responsible for outbreaks of ND in vaccinated chicken flocks. Furthermore, a cross-protective experiment showed that the VIIc virus Ch-A7/96 is an immunoresponse-escaping antigenic variant. By comparative genetic analyses, epidemiological linkage of NDV transmission between China and Taiwan and of the fourth panzootic of ND in the 1990s was determined. On the basis of establishing an evolutionary model of the NDV strains, the epidemiology of NDV infection was evaluated.

It was known that ND viruses exist as a single serotype based on the neutralizing test and cross-protective analysis (3). Nonetheless, all the chicken-derived strains reported here were isolated from vaccinated flocks. Phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 1) and unique residue substitution analysis (Table 1) suggested that these isolates might be antigenic variants. To investigate the possibility of vaccination failure caused by antigenic variation, a cross-protective experiment was performed. Results revealed that LaSota/46-vaccinated chickens were only partially protected against challenge with Ch-A7/96, indicating that Ch-A7/96 indeed was an antigenic variant that escapes the protective immune response of the LaSota/46 vaccine strain.

The molecular determinants responsible for the antigenic variant remain to be determined. Since the neutralizing epitopes (32), the cysteine residues, and N-linked glycosylation sites (7) of the F0 protein were conserved and since no deletions and insertions (data not shown) and recombinations occurred, the accumulation of point mutations that induces amino acid substitutions should be responsible for the production of the antigenic variant. Thus, a unique I^{255}-for-V substitution, shared by Ch-A7/96 and other strains from China and Taiwan (Table 1) and a goose isolate, Ch/97-1 (Table 2), may have been responsible for the reduction of cross-protection between Ch-A7/96 and LaSota/46. The other unique substitutions presented in Table 1 and the genotype- and subgenotype-specific substitutions presented in Table 3 might also have contributed to the molecular basis of this antigenic variant.

Evolution of NDV, depending on the accumulation of point mutations that induce amino acid substitutions, is a slow process (26). However, it proceeded rapidly after the second panzootic that started in the late 1960s, when vaccination was widely used. Based on our analysis, the recent Chinese isolates originated from Taiwan. However, the evolutionary rate of the Chinese isolates was higher than that of Taiwan’s, according to the unique amino acid substitutions (Table 1). Immune pressure of the host may contribute to the difference in evolutionary rates. In China a strict vaccination program against ND has been performed for 20 years, but in Taiwan, most of the chicken flocks had not been vaccinated when the outbreaks occurred in 1995 (30). These results suggested that selective immune pressure of the host enhanced the evolutionary process of NDV, which was rapid over the last 30 years compared to that of the previous 40 years.

Our comparative results (Table 2) signified that the differences in virulence among NDV strains mainly correlate with the number and arrangement of the basic amino acid residues in the cleavage site (8, 16, 27). Direct evidence has been achieved by introducing three amino acid changes into the F0 cleavage site of LaSota/46. When the cleavage site 112GRGR/L117 was changed to 112RRRR/R117, the ICPI of the modified LaSota/46 rose from 0.00 to 1.28 (19). It appears that, under natural conditions, it is difficult to turn vaccine or naturally avirulent strains into virulent strains by producing three nucleotide mutations that induce three amino acid substitutions at the same time. Nonetheless, there was a case in Australia in 1998 (5), in which virulent isolates had 99% identity to an endemic, nonvirulent Australian strain of NDV isolated recently but were quite different genetically from overseas isolates of virulent NDV that had been sequenced.

However, neither the highly virulent and moderately virulent NDV strains nor the low-virulence and avirulent NDV strains can be distinguished by the cleavage site motifs (Table 2). This indicated that the virulence of NDV strains can be qualified rather than quantified by the analysis of cleavage site motifs and that pathogenicity tests such as MDT and ICPI cannot be replaced by analysis of the cleavage site to precisely characterize virulence and pathogenicity of NDV strains. HN protein precursors also play a role in the virulence of NDVs (9, 16), due to which the cleavage site motifs of the F0 proteins cannot be used to precisely characterize the virulence of NDV strains. In addition, the phylogenetic relationship among NDV strains does not correlate well with cleavage site sequences and virulence (Fig. 1 and Table 2).

By comparative analysis of the amino acid sequences, we found that some NDV strains have unique genetic features (Table 3) characteristic of geographic areas. They include TW/69, TW/95-3, and AF2240 in Southeast Asia; GB1168/84, AE232/1/96, and TR-2/96 in the Middle East; and ZA-5/68 in South Africa. To have a counterpart, we also found that most of the neutralizing epitope variants had originated in Southeast Asia and southern Africa. These unusual strains suggested that NDVs had a long history of evolution in Southeast Asia, the Middle East, and South Africa and that these geographic areas were the original places of transmission and panzootic of ND. Epidemiological data (1) have indicated that the three panzootics of ND originated in Southeast Asia (panzootic I) and the Middle East (panzootics II and III). Since genotype VII viruses first appeared in Taiwan (VIIa and -c) and Indonesia (VIIb) in the 1980s and then caused the fourth panzootic of ND in the 1990s, we conclude that the fourth panzootic originated in Southeast Asia.

Analysis of viral nucleotide sequence distances, inferred phylogenetic relationship, and substitutions of deduced amino acid sequences played a central role in the investigation of this cluster of ND outbreaks and the epidemiological analysis of NDV infection. Genetic analysis is also proving to be valuable in tracking the spread and origin of NDVs in countries. This investigation demonstrates that detailed analysis of NDV genetic variation is a powerful tool for understanding the epidemiology of NDV transmission.
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